
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT EPILOGUE ESSAY

Crime and Punishment Summary. Raskolnikov himself refused to offer or accept any defense of his actions, although he
told the court that he sincerely repented his crime. He received a relatively light punishment, largely because Porfiry
Petrovich kept silent about his knowledge of.

Dzhanishiev, Osnovy sudebnoj reformy Moscow: Karinskoi, , p. Mne drugoe nado bylo uznat', drugoe tolkalo
menja pod ruki: mne nado bylo uznat' togda, i poskorej uznat', vosh' li ja kak vse, ili chelovek? In the case of
Raskolnikov, he begins to experience his suffering instantly after murdering the pawnbroker and her
step-sister. This behavior Rodion sets everyone against himself and this leads to the fact that once in the
service in the church he was even nearly killed. In Dostoevsky's Christian tragedy that primitive system is
Christian, and thus logically requires as a final solution suffering leading to rebirth. Let's jump back in time to
see what happened to Raskolnikov after confessing. Rodya, motivated by greed and hunger, commits the
heinous act in broad daylight. Fedotov points out, in his study of the Kenotic tradition of Orthodoxy the
tradition which stresses the human, physical side of Christ as the one aspect of His being which man is capable
of experiencing how the one factor of major importance in the lives of canonized saints - the factor which 1 ed
to their being canonized - was this voluntary acceptance of physical suffering as a means for imitating Christ.
The worst part is that he feels like he has no reason to live anymore. About the legal aspect of the question I
will have more to say shortly. Poimi menja: mozhet byt' , toju zhe dorogoj idja, ja uzhe nikogda bolee ne
povtoril by ubijstva. Dostoevsky's "Christian" tragedy is fundamentally similar to one prominent formal type
of Greek tragic drama. See Important Quotations Explained The narrator tells us that Raskolnikov does not
mind the conditions of prison life but that his pride has been deeply wounded. Plus, Raskolnikov rescued not
one but two little kids from a burning building and has the burns to prove it. This is the question I propose to
answer. Dostoevsky's objective is now complete also. Choephoroe, 1. For such acts include a component of
absolute and unconditional guilt as determined by primitive customary law, and a component of justification,
something which only a juridical system would even deign to consider. Later, the hero will understand that it
is necessary to change the surrounding life for the better in a completely different way. Suffering in the
Christian sense is an intrinsically incomplete activity, since it is necessarily directed towards an end. They
both realize that he truly loves her. The whole passage from the entrance of the messenger bearing news of
Oedipus' step-father's death, to the revelation of Oedipus' parentage, is peppered with words expressing
various notions of knowing, learning, and discovering. They call character witnesses, including Razumihin,
who reveals that in addition to the acts of kindness we've already heard about, Raskolnikov spent all his
money helping another student, who was sick. The tragic situation seems specifically designed to isolate and
explore these historical conflicts. The intrinsic narrative logic in the lives of the early Russian saints provides a
calque not only for Raskolnikov's story, but for certain specifically tragic elements of that story. The situation
in Dostoevsky as compared with Greek tragedy may be illustrated in the following chart, which confronts the
primitive and modern systems in both eras according to four categories: 1 underlying world-view religious or
humanistic ; 2 complexity of conception of guilt guilt as unconditional, or guilt as possible including
extenuating circumstances ; 3 the basis on which guilt is decided popular custom or rational principles ; and 4
the manner in which justice is restored violence, attenuated violence, passive suffering and renewal. He
thereby saved Nikolai from wrongful punishment. The second reason is that the historical moment elucidates
the form of tragedy specifically by providing the context and terms for many of the conflicts I have mentioned.
Immediately after the commission of the crime, he realized the meaninglessness of his action. Edward
Wasiolek deems the Epilogue an artistic failure, but argues for its structural necessity by showing that it
completes an ascending movement by Sonja and what she represents, corresponding to a downward movement
by her antithesis, Svidrigajlov. It is satisfied only by something that is ultimately peaceful, that transcends
violence. Once again Raskolnikov presents his terms in their modified sense and Sonja reacts with horror in
each instance.


